Stimulus-Dependent Neuronal Oscillations in Cat Visual Cortex: Receptive Field Properties and Feature Dependence.
Previously we have demonstrated that neurons in the striate cortex of lightly anaesthetized cats exhibit oscillatory responses at a frequency near 50 Hz in response to their preferred stimuli. Here we have used both single and multiple unit recording techniques to determine: (i) the receptive field properties and laminar distribution of cells exhibiting oscillatory responses; and (ii) the influence of changing stimulus properties on the temporal behaviour of the oscillatory responses. Oscillatory responses were detected and evaluated by computation of the autocorrelation function of the neuronal spike trains. We recorded oscillatory responses in 56% of the standard complex cells and in 12% and 11% of the simple and special complex cells. Cells exhibiting oscillatory responses were located primarily in supra- and infragranular layers. The oscillatory modulation amplitude of the autocorrelation function was enhanced by binocular stimulation (9 out of 16 cells) and reduced by combined stimulation with optimal and orthogonally orientated light bars (16 out of 21 cells). Changing stimulus orientation caused no change in the oscillation frequency of the sampled population of cells, while oscillation frequency increased monotonically with respect to stimulus velocity within the range of 1 - 12 degrees per second (10 out of 11 cells). The oscillatory modulation of the autocorrelation function increased as a function of stimulus length within the boundary of the cell's receptive field (11 out of 11 cells). In 6 out of these 11 cells, the responses did not show an oscillatory modulation if elicited by small moving spots of light. Moving stimuli were much more effective in evoking oscillatory responses than were stationary stimuli (19 out of 20 cells). In no instance, using either stationary or moving stimuli, was the phase of the oscillatory response synchronized with the stimulus. These results demonstrate functional heterogeneity among cells within striate cortex based on their temporal firing patterns and provide evidence that the temporal pattern of oscillatory cellular activity is influenced by changes in stimulus properties.